INTRODUCTION
The zigzag opération î is an extension of the * opération introduced in [1] . Let X Ç A* be a language. Every word w G X* is obtained by a run on w with left-right steps in X, while a word w' £ X^ can be obtained by a run on w' with left-right and also right-left steps in X. For instance if X = {abc.bc,bca}, the word abca belongs to X^ (but not to X*); indeed it is obtained by the left-right step abc, the right-left step bc and the left-right step bca. That is the word abca has a zigzag factorization (or -factorization) on X. As for * opération, one can define the following. A language C is a z-code if every word in A* has at most one z-factorization on C [1] . A language M is a z-submonoid of A* if M = X^ for some language X, called z-generator of M [7] . Every z-submonoid M has a least z-generator called z-Root(M) and M is z-/ree if its z-Root is a z-code.
We are interested hère in direct {Le. without using the z-Root) characterizations for z-free z-submonoids. For free submonoids, stability is such a characterization [10] . A submonoid M is stable if:
} =^> v e M. uv : w G M J This stability property says that, in a free submonoid, every factorization (mi,rri2) with two steps in M is a "partial view" of the factorization (x\,..., x n ) in Root(M), that is : x\ ... xi = m\ and Xi+i ... x n = rri2 for some integer z, 1 < i < n.
In the same way, a first définition of z-stability is given in [6] considering three-step z-factorizations in a z-submonoid. However this définition is rather tedious: three cases depending of different overlapping of two three-step z-factorizations are considered.
In this paper, using the notion of strict z-prefix we give a simpler définition of z-stability which is very close to the original stability définition. A word u is a strict z-prefix of uv if there exists a zigzag calculus of u with step in M on the support uv. For instance, with X = {abc,bc,bca}, word a is a strict z-prefix of abcb. Like stability définition, for any word m G M twostep factorizations (7711,7712) of word m are considered. However hypothesis "mi G M" is replaced hère by "mi is a strict z-prefix of m in M". Thus the following définition is obtained. A z-submonoid M is z-stablel if for ail words u : v,w G A* :
ii strict z-prefix of uvw in M, uiueMI 1 ___^ ^ s t r i c t z-prefix of vw in M. 14^ strict z-prefix of uvw in M, w G M J Then z-stability2 and z-freeness properties are proved to be equivalent. Moreover we give a very short proof that z-stability2 is decidable in the rational case.
Next we are interested in the different time complexities (in the worst case) of three algorithms which décide whether a given rational language R is a z-code. Firstly we consider the Anselmo algorithm [3] which décides directly whether R is a z-code. On the other hand we consider algorithms Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications using the z-stabilityl or the z-stability2: we décide whether the z-submonoid M generated by R is z-stable then we décide whether R is the z-root of M. We found that the complexities of the three algorithms are in exponential time (in the size m of the minimal automaton accepting R). Ho wever the complexity of the algorithm using the z-stability2, O(2 16m2 ) x 2°( m \ is better than that using the z-stabilityl, O(2 40m2 ) x 2°< m \ which is better than that of the direct algorithm in [3] , O((2 4m + m 2 )! x p( 2 * m + m3 )), where p is the size of the alphabet. Moreover in [8] an algorithm for testing whether a finite set is a z-code is proved. The complexity of this algorithm is given in [8] : O{2 p^np^) 9 where P is a polynomial of degree 2 x maxi (maxi is the maximal length of a word in R), l is the length of R and n is the cardinality of R. Thus this complexity is worst than the one of the previous algorithms using a z-stability property.
Définitions and notation are recalled in Section 2. Section 3 contains the proof that z-stability2 and z-freeness properties are equivalent. The rational case is studied in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the complexity issue.
PRELIMINAIRES
Let A be an alphabet. As usual, A* is the free monoid of all finite words over A, the empty word is denoted by e and A + = A* \'{e}. The concaténation of two words u,v G A* is denoted by uv. The notations u < v or u < v mean that u is a prefix of v {Le. v € uA*) or a proper prefix of v {Le. v G uA + ) respectively.
For any language X, X* dénotes the submonoid of A* generated by X. A factorization on X of a word w is a tuple (xi,...,x n ) of words in X such that x\...x n -w. A language X Ç A* is a code if every word w G A* has at most one factorization on X. If X is a code then X* is a free submonoid of A*.
For any alphabet A, we dénote by A a disjoint alphabet in bijection with A. For every a G (A U A), we dénote by a the element associated with a. For every word x = ai • • • a n G (A U A)*, x is the word ~â n • -• ~â\. For every subset X of (A U A)*, we dénote X -{x : x £ X} and we use the free monoid {X U X)* generated by X U X. Then a word in the free monoid (X U Xy is denoted by a tuple (#i,..., x n ) where every x% is in {X U X),
We dénote by H^-> the relation defined for ail u, v e (X U X)* by u
with a = (x.x) or a = (âf,^) for some x G X. We call X-reduction the reflexo-transitive closure of H 1 -•. Then with every vol. 30, n° 3, 1996 word w E (X U X)* is associated a unique X-reduced word Redx{w) (Redx(u}) is the canonical représentative of the class of w in the free group generated by X).
We dénote by \--> the relation defined for all u : v G (X U X)* by rt i-> v if u = /a#, v -fg with iïedU(a) = e. We call l-reduction the reflexotransitive closure of H-^. Then with every word w e (ILJÏ)* is associated a set Red((w) of 2-reduced words. Note that the Z-reduction is confluent iff X is a zigzag-code [5] .
A zigzag calculas (z-calculus), CJV(Î/>I,U,W2), of a word u G A* with context (wi,W2) € A* x A* is a tuple (x\, ...,a; n ) E (X uX)* such that:
When furthermore:
A z-decomposition on X of a word u is a strict z-calculus of u with context {e,e). A z-factorization is a J-reduced z-decomposition; that is a z-decomposition (a?i, ...,x n ) such that:
In the sequel / Wj x (or simply f w ) dénotes a z-factorization of word w on X, it is drawn with full line, while a z-calculus is drawn with dashed line (see Figure 2 and Figure 1 ). 
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Let u,v G ^4*, u is a z-prefix in X of uv if there exists a z-calculus C (e,u.v) . If the z-calculus C(e, u, v)is strict, wis a strict z-prefix of uv. We dénote by Z-prefx(w) (resp. Z-pref-strictx(w)) the set of words u G A* such that u is a z-prefix (resp. strict z-prefix) in X of word w.
The set X^ of words having a z-factorization on X is called the z-submonoid of A* generated by X [7] . Of course, X 1^ is a submonoid of A* which contains X*. Let Ibea z-submonoid of A*, we call z-Root of L the set of words having exactly one z-factorization on L. A language X is a z-code if every word of X^ has exactly one z-factorization on X [2] . A z-submonoid L is z-/ree if z-Root(L) is a z-code.
EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN Z-STABILITY AND Z-FREENESS
We give hère a new définition of z-stability, which is simpler than the définition in [6] . DÉFINITION 
1: Let M be a z-submonoid of A*, M satisfies the property of z-stability2 if:
VuiV^w G A*: Remark: The word sm'c? cannot be removed in the previous définition, indeed v is always a z-prefix of vw since fu; and w belong to M.
To prove that z-freeness and z-stability2 are equivalent, the two following results are used. PROPOSITION We deduce the following lemma: D Using a notion of strict z-suffîx, we give a third définition of z-stability where "prefix" and "suffix" have a symétrie part. Of course, one can prove that this définition is equivalent to the previous ones. uv G Z-pref-strictM{uvw). Figure 5) .
Vu,v } w G A*:
there exists a strict 
RATIONAL CASE
In the rational case, ^-stability2 property is of course decidable, since it is equivalent with z-freeness or z-stability property which are decidable properties [1] , [6] . However the previous proofs are rather long. We give a short way to prove that z-stability2 property is directly decidable in the rational case.
Notation: for any marker # (Le. # is a new letter ^ A): Z-pref#(M) -{u#v : u E Z-prefM(uv)} and Z-pref-strict#(M)
= {u#v :
LEMMA 8: If M is a rational language, then Z-pref#(M) (and thus Z-pref-strict#(M))
are rational languages so. Proof: To décide whether a given rational 2-submonoid M is £-stable2, it is sufficient to décide whether set M\ is a subset of Z-pref'strict#(M) where: Mi = {v#w/3u G A* with: u#vw,uv#w G Z-pre f-strict #{M) and w^vw G M} (see Figure 6 ). We note:
Then by construction: M\ = (A+S)" 1^! n £2 H £3 n £4). Hence the inclusion M\ Ç Z-pref-strict#(M) is decidable in the rational case. D
COMPLEXITY ISSUE
We now study the time complexity (in the worst case) of three algorithms to décide wether a given rational language X Ç A*, is or not a ^-code. The first algorithm was proposed by M. Anselmo in [3] , the second one uses the previous algorithm to test the 2-stability2 and the third one uses an other définition of z-stability previously given in [6] .
To simplify we number the three algorithms: the algorithm given in [2] will be "algorithm 1", the algorithm defined in the previous sections will be "algorithm 2", and the algorithm described in [6] will be "algorithm 3".
Recall that we can construct a (flower) two-way automaton with 2n states recognizing the language X^ from an automaton with n states recognizing a language X [3] . For algorithms 2 and 3 we use the foliowing results concerning the blow-up in the number of automaton states to obtain (one-way) automata equivalent to two-way automata:
• given a (nondeterministic) two-way automaton with n states we can construct an equivalent nondeterministic automaton with 2°^n' states ( [9] ,
• given a (nondeterministic) two-way automaton with n states we can construct an equivalent deterministic automaton with O(2 n2 ) states ( [12] ).
To conclude this section, we compare the complexities found for algorithms 1 to 3 and the complexity of the algorithm in [8] for testing whether a finite set is a z-code.
ALGORITHM 1
Method: Let X Ç 4* be a rational language given by AQ a deterministic automaton recognizing X (we dénote by m the state number of Ao).
In [3] it is proved that 2 4m -f m 2 is an upper bound for the length of a shorter word having two different z-factorizations on X when X is not a ^-code.
-We then détermine the words number we will have to study.
-We look at all their potential 2:-factorizations.
We have to study the words in X* with length < 2 4m +m 2 . The number of these words is at most : p+p 2 +p 3 +... +p 24m +™ 2 (where p is the cardinality of the alphabet). To flnd the maximum number of potential ^-factorizations of any word u with length n, we brutally proceed as this:
• there is at most 1 ^-factorization of u in one step;
• there are at most (n -1) z-factorizations of u in two steps: (n -1) possibilities for the first step and the second one goes to the end of the word;
• there are at most (n -l)(n -2) z-factorizations of u in three steps: (n -1) possibilities for the first step, (n -2) possibilities for the second step and the third one goes to the end of the word. etc...
• there are at most (n -l)(n -2)...2 * 1 ^-factorizations of u in n steps.
So we have (n -1)! * Y^Ï=Q (ÏÏ) potential z-factorizations of u. For each one we have to détermine whether it is really a ^-factorization of u or not. S o the number of opérations we have to do is (in the worst case):
So the complexity of the first algorithm can be détermine as this (by setting f{n) = £fc=i(* -1)! x p k ):
So we have: (n -1)! x _p n < /(n) < 2 * (n -1)! x p n , that is: )) time (where p is the alphabet size).
ALGORITHM 2
Method: Let X Ç A* be a rational language given by AQ a deterministic automaton recognizing X (we dénote by m the state number of AQ).
-We verify that X T is z-stable2.
-We verify that X = £-Root(X T ).
To verify that X^ is z-stable2 we have to test an inclusion M\ Ç Zpref-strict#(M)
(with the notation of proof of Proposition 9). Thus it is sufficient to have a deterministic automaton recognizing Z-pref-strict#(XÎ) and a non-deterministic automaton recognizing M\. To compute an automaton recognizing Z-pref#(XÎ).$ = (X + (X u_i #) +#A*$)Î H A*#A*$, the sizes of the different automata used are the following:
-for (X + (X UU #) + #A*$): 2(m + 1); -for (X + (X UJ #) + #A*$)Î: O(2 16 C m + 1 ) 2 ) (deterministic) , or 2°< m ) (nondeterministic) ; -for A*#A*$ : 3 states.
Thus Z-pref#(XÎ) may be recognized by an automaton having a state number in:
• o(2( 16m2 + 32m >) for the deterministic case;
• 2°( m } for the nondeterministic case.
By définition of Z-pref-strict#(XÎ), automata with the same respective sizes may recognize Z-pref-strict#(XÎ). Building the four sets £?i, £2, £3, £4 may be as follows: Ei = Z-pref-strict # (X T ) LU $ : 2°( m ) (we do not need determinism hère).
is computed with an automaton having states, and also for M x = (A+S)" 1^; .
Hence M\ Ç Z-pref-strict^(X*) can be verified by an automaton having O(2 16m2 ) x 2°f m ) states.
For the second point of the method, we consider the set 2-fact(X^) of words in J^ having one non-trivial z-factorization on X\ S o we have z-Root(X T ) = (X T \ 2-fact(X T )). On the other hand, the set 2-fact(X T ) is represented by the following expression:
2-fact(XÎ) = (Xî LU #)$A+nA+#(XÎ LU $)nA+#IÎ$A+ (see Figure 7 ). We now détermine the states number of the minimal automaton recognizing 2-fact(XÎ):
-for pTÎ LU #) 
ALGORITHM 3
Method: Let X Ç A* be a rational language given by Ao a deterministic automaton recognizing X (we dénote by m the state number of Ao)--We verify that X^ is z-stable in the sensé of by studying the three properties of z-stability [6] .
-We verify that X = z-Root(X r ) (as in Algorithm 2).
We have to test three conditions for X^ to décide whether a given rational language X is z-stable [6] . A deterministic automaton A\ recognizing Xĥ as 0(2( 4m2 )) states. To décide the first two conditions, we make a product A2 of six automata Ai and we have to test whether a language recognized by A2 is a subset of X^: this is made in O(2' 28m2 ') time.
To décide the third condition, we make yet a product A3 of six automata Ai, and we have to test whether a language recognized by A$ is a subset of Z-pref # (XÎ): this is made in O(2( 40m2+8m )) time.
The vérification that X = z-Root(X*) is made as previously. PROPOSITION 
12:
Using the z-stability defined in [6] , one can décide whether a rational language, given by a deterministic automaton with m states, is a z-code in O(2 40m2 ) x 2°< m > time.
CONCLUSION
We can easily note that the three complexities found are "strongly" exponential. However according to the results, the z-stability2 leads to the less inefficient algorithm and the direct method from [3] gives the more inefficient algorithm (maybe for this algorithm, the given bounds are not optimal). Moreover using the z-stability2 the complexity seems to be better than the one found in [8] for the paticular case of finite languages X : where F is a polynomial of degree 2 x maxi (maxi is the maximal length of a word in X), l is the length of X and n is the cardinality of X.
